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WebbMason Analytics
Boutique Data Analytics Consultancy

THE CHALLENGE
Finding a creative team able to tell  

the company’s complex, technical  

story in an engaging way.

THE RESULTS
• Clarified marketing messaging.

• Developed more than 30 unique  

 pieces of marketing and sales collateral.

• Launched an account-based marketing 

 (ABM) strategy to maximize the budget 

 and the sales team’s efforts. 

THE CLIENT
WebbMason Analytics accelerates  

the analytics transformation of Fortune  

2000 organizations from strategy to  

activation. WMA is expertly equipped  

to design, deliver and implement complete 

solutions with a multidisciplinary team that 

includes analytics consultants, architects,  

data engineers and scientists. 

It is their mission to help enterprises  

embed advanced analytics into the hearts  

of their organizations. WebbMason  

Analytics’s approach is transparent and  

aimed at helping stakeholders across  

the organization.
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SEARCHING FOR A PARTNER, NOT A VENDOR
WebbMason Analytics has worked with more than its fair share  

of agencies. Overall, the results have been disappointing.

“The agencies would do all the design and it would look pretty,  

but when you’d read it, it was all marketing blather,” said Todd  

Jones, Chief Analytics Officer for WebbMason Analytics.

The company wanted a lot more from its outside help. What they really  

needed was a partner willing to learn about their business and target  

market and who knew how to take their sales results to the next level.  

Their wish list included:

Simplifying the technical message. 

Approaching marketing in an organized and structured way. 

Making effective use of the budget.  

Increasing sales.

COLLABORATING TO REACH THE RIGHT PEOPLE
Wade Pupek, the owner of 1&Three Marketing Consulting met Brooke  

Jones, president at WebbMason Analytics, and immediately grasped  

the company’s challenges.

“To make a profit, agencies push work to inexperienced staff or even 

outsource it overseas, so clients often experience a big gap between  

what’s promised and the results,” said Wade. “This team produces  

results because we not only consult and manage but we produce  

and implement.”

Wade created a detailed roadmap and set about assembling a team 

that brought decades of senior-level creative experience to the table. 



To clarify the company’s story, he reached  

out to Janette Lonsdale at The Red Stairs.

“Effective sales and marketing collateral  

creates a bridge between the seller and 

the buyer,” said Janette. “For WebbMason 

Analytics, a big part of the challenge was 

helping the buyer grasp the benefits of data 

analytics without overwhelming them with  

the technology.” 

To refine the company’s visual messaging, 

Wade engaged Bob Gillespie and his team  

at Propr Design.

“If growth is measured in sales, it always begins 

with strong branding, appropriate design and 

marketing. Our integrated approach to brand 

building ensures everything works together,” 

said Bob. “When our clients look the part it 

helps them achieve their business aspirations.” 
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WADE PUPEK
1&Three Marketing 

Consulting

JANETTE LONSDALE
The Red Stairs

BOB GILLESPIE
Propr Design

WHAT IS ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING (ABM)?

It is a strategy that focuses sales and marketing resources 

on a highly targeted list of prospects. Campaigns are 

personalized and account specific.

Team Leadership
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A MARKETING STRATEGY DESIGNED TO DRIVE SALES
Taking the client’s budget and its relatively small market  

into account, Wade recommended abandoning traditional  

marketing practices in favor of a highly-targeted, account- 

based marketing (ABM) strategy that was value conscious  

and designed to increase sales.

“Wade became like an internal employee and took things off  

our plates. He became the VP of marketing and strategy we  

didn’t have,” said Todd.

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION
While Wade was embedded with the client, Janette and Bob  

focused on content development. They evaluated every piece  

of proposed collateral through the lens of the marketing strategy;  

a step critical to ensuring the effectiveness of each piece.

THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
Each project began with an information gathering  

conversation to discuss direction and scope.

“We were invited into the process,” said Todd. “We worked  

with Janette to really get the content down. Then after it was  

pushed to Bob and the team at Propr for design, we’d review  

it again sometimes adding sections to round it out.”

— Todd Jones, Chief Analytics Officer

One of the reasons it has been successful is that the  

team was immersed in what we do. We can spew out  

our ideas and you were able to frame up the story  

we wanted to tell our clients.” 

“



Information Gathering

 
Content Writing

 
Client Review

 
Proofreading

 
Graphic Design

 

Client Review

 

Completion

Creative  
Process
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While we created a vast amount of materials,  

everyone on the creative team has a favorite project.

Project Showcase

Website expansion and update

Case studies for several verticals

Brochures such as the Analytics Platform

Webinar with Dataiku (software provider)

Webinar workbook

Trade show support

Presentations

Print and online advertising

Blog posts 
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SALES & MARKETING COLLATERAL
The team created more than 30 pieces of content including 

leadership bios, product pages and a resources area.

ANALYTICS PLATFORM BROCHURE
When forced to pick just one piece, Todd and Brooke chose 

the Analytics Platform brochure because it made the technical 

offerings easy to digest.  

WEBINAR & WORKBOOK
These were Wade’s top choices because they  

directly attracted target leads with a genuine interest  

in data analytics. The workbook extended the  

value of the webinar.
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CASE STUDIES
The case studies were Janette’s favorite projects. They use storytelling 

techniques to show buyers how WebbMason Analytics has solved its clients’ 

business problems. As such, they are a superb decision-making tool for  

new prospects. 
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RESOURCES WEBSITE PAGE
Developing the resources area was a high point for Bob and the team  

at Propr. It is where prospects can access the multi-channel collateral  

that differentiates the company from its competition.
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WEBSITE UX/UI UPDATE
We took their existing website and, after a deep audit, we outlined and implemented incremental 

changes improving the overall user experience and user interface design. Now the website better 

showcases the WMA brand and we transformed the basic site into a major tool for attracting and 

inspiring its target audiences.
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WebbMason Analytics has taken its first steps with account-based  

marketing (ABM) and the results are very encouraging. The company  

has the materials it needs as well as a structured process for reaching  

out to prospects and building strong relationships.

The company is proud to use the new marketing materials that reflect 

its maturity and the sophistication of its services. Everything works  

together to make the company look established and trustworthy.

Todd says that going through the creative process of creating 

the content has helped the team formalize their ideas.

In a field that has a significant skills shortage recruiting top talent  

has become a little easier. When candidates read the case studies  

on the company website, they knew they wanted to join the  

WebbMason Analytics team.
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Chalking Up the Successes



WADE PUPEK, 1&THREE MARKETING 
“Wade is a savvy marketer and he has our best interests and end goal 

in mind at all times. He understands us as a business,” said Todd.

The WebbMason team describe Wade has their quarterback.  

He created the strategy and managed the budget and workload.  

One of Wade’s priorities was to ensure the company got  

maximum value from its investment.

JANETTE LONSDALE, THE RED STAIRS
“The content writing was the biggest risk area and it is the piece  

that we’ve been most pleasantly surprised by,” said Todd. 

Janette has the uncanny ability to ask probing questions that can  

help a client clarify their thoughts and then she turns the information 

she gets into compelling stories for the target audience. WebbMason 

Analytics president Brooke Jones has described Janette’s ability to 

understand technical information as formidable.

BOB GILLESPIE, PROPR DESIGN
“Bob understood the bigger picture in terms of where the core  

content fitted and kept the design relatively simple so that it didn’t 

add another layer of complexity to the whole mix,” said Todd.

Not all projects can be fully defined up front; they evolve during  

the creative and review process. Propr’s collaborative approach  

gave the team the flexibility to add information and rearrange  

the text of a document as it was going through the review process.

A Word About Working With... 
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Evolve Your Brand  
with Propr 
 

Propr Design is a Baltimore-based brand and marketing firm that specializes 

in brand evolution through the strategic development of brand identities 

and impactful marketing materials. 

Contact Bob Gillespie to discuss your company’s growth. 

BOB GILLESPIE

EMAIL: BOB@PROPRDESIGN.COM

CELL PHONE: (215) 939-2155


